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age of 101, Diana is also celebrated for her
children’s achievements — she helped her eldest
son, Sir Cameron Mackintosh, and worked as his
unpaid secretary — and for a life in the wings of
British cinema, Hollywood and theatreland.
Spitfire Girl recounts Diana’s extraordinary life,
more than a century in the making.
A Spitfire Girl - Mary Ellis, As Told To Melody
Foreman 2016-11-30
We visualize dashing and daring young men as
the epitome of the pilots of the Second World
War, yet amongst that elite corps was one
person who flew no less than 400 Spitfires and
seventy-six different types of aircraft Ð and that
person was Mary Wilkins. Her story is one of the
most remarkable and endearing of the war, as
this young woman, serving as a ferry pilot with
the Air Transport Auxiliary, transported aircraft
for the RAF, including fast fighter planes and
huge four-engine bombers. On one occasion
Mary delivered a Wellington bomber to an
airfield, and as she climbed out of the aircraft
the RAF ground crew ran over to her and
demanded to know where the pilot was! Mary
said simply: ÔI am the pilot!Õ Unconvinced the
men searched the aircraft before they realized a
young woman had indeed flown the bomber all
by herself. After the war she accepted a
secondment to the RAF, being chosen as one of
the first pilots, and one of only three women, to
take the controls of the new Meteor fast jet. By
1950 the farmer's daughter from Oxfordshire
with a natural instinct to fly became Europe's
first female air commandant. In this authorized
biography the woman who says she kept in the
background during her ATA years and left all the
glamour of publicity to her colleagues, finally

Miss Spitfire - SARAH MILLER 2012-12-11
Annie Sullivan was little more than a half-blind
orphan with a fiery tongue when she arrived at
Ivy Green in 1887. Desperate for work, she'd
taken on a seemingly impossible job-teaching a
child who was deaf, blind, and as ferocious as
any wild animal. But if anyone was a match for
Helen Keller, it was the girl who'd been
nicknamed Miss Spitfire. In her efforts to reach
Helen's mind, Annie lost teeth to the girl's
raging blows, but she never lost faith in her
ability to triumph. Told in first person, Annie
Sullivan's past, her brazen determination, and
her connection to the girl who would call her
Teacher are vividly depicted in this powerful
novel.
Spitfire Girl - Diana Mackintosh and Douglas
Thompson 2020-07-30
Diana Mackintosh came of age to the drone of
sirens alerting the people of Malta to the arrival
of relentless flights of belligerent German and
Italian menace – the bombers she first imagined
as a swarm of black flies, pests that stung and
cursed her Mediterranean homeland. The threeyear onslaught never took a day off; it was
endless, but supplies were not. The hope of a
shipment of high protein became an ongoing
dream. The only time Diana wasn’t hungry was
when she slept. Her story of that time, and in
2020 she is one of the very few remaining who
experienced it first-hand, makes it clear why
Malta was collectively awarded the George
Cross, the highest British civilian honour for
heroism. Of course, as she argues, no one was
trying to be heroic, but somehow they helped
reverse the fortunes of the Second World War in
the Mediterranean and North Africa. Now at the
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reveals all about her action-packed career which
spans almost a century of aviation, and her love
for the skies which, even in her nineties, never
falters. She says: ÔI am passionate for anything
fast and furious. I always have been since the
age of three and I always knew I would fly. The
day I stepped into a Spitfire was a complete joy
and it was the most natural thing in the world
for me.Õ
Legally Yours - Nicole French 2017-03-13
I had a plan. Finish law school. Start a job. Stay
away from men like Brandon Sterling. Cocky,
overbearing, and richer than the earth, he thinks
the world belongs to him, and that includes
me.Yeah, no. Think again.It doesn't matter that
his blue eyes look straight into my soul, or that
his touch melts my icy reserve. It doesn't even
matter that past all that swagger, there's a
beautiful, damaged man who has so much to
offer beyond private planes and jewelry
boxes.But I had a plan: no falling in love. I just
have to convince myself.
The Hurricane Girls - Jo Wheeler 2018-07-26
As seen on BBC and Sky News. ____________
Celebrating the lives of the magnificent women,
the ATA girls, who courageously flew Spitfires,
Tiger Moths, Lancaster Bombers and many other
aircraft during World War Two. These
extraordinary women, Mary Ellis, Jackie
Moggridge and Pauline Gower are just a few of
the remarkable stories inside . . . Since the
invention of aeroplanes, women have taken to
the skies. They have broken records, performed
daredevil stunts and faced such sexism and
prejudice that they were effectively barred from
working as pilots. That changed in the Second
World War. Led by firebrand Pauline Gower, an
elite group of British women were selected as
ferry pilots to fly for the Air Transport Auxiliary.
They risked their lives flying munitions and
equipment for the boys on the front line. Flying
day and night without radio; dodging storms,
barrage balloons and anti-aircraft fire; and with
only a map, compass and their eyesight to guide
them, they navigated the treacherous wartime
skies. ____________ The Hurricane Girls is the
thrilling, moving and inspirational story of the
female air force who once ruled our skies.
Spitfire - M. L. Huie 2020-01-07
A page-turning new historical mystery for fans of
Susan Elia MacNeal's Maggie Hope series and

Kate Quinn's The Alice Network. How far would
you go for vengeance? It's V-E Day 1946 in
London. World War II is long over, and former
spy Livy Nash is celebrating with her third drink
before noon. She went to war to kill Nazis.
Dropped behind enemy lines as a courier, she
quickly became one of the toughest agents in
France. But her war ended with betrayal and the
execution of the man she loved. Now, Livy
spends her days proofreading a demeaning
advice column for little ladies at home, and her
nights alone with black market vodka. But
everything changes when she meets the
infamous Ian Fleming. The man who will create
the world's most sophisticated secret agent has
an agenda of his own and sends Livy back to
France with one task: track down the traitor who
killed the only man she ever loved. Livy jumps at
the chance, heading back to Paris undercover as
a journalist. But the City of Lights is teeming
with spies, and Livy quickly learns just how
much the game has changed. With enemies on
every corner and ever-shifting alliances, she'll
have to learn to fight a new war if she wants to
conquer the past once and for all.
Riders of the Wind - Robert F. Deburgh
2012-04-01
Riders of the Wind is set in the turbulent times
of the nineteen twenties and nineteen thirties. It
traces the lives, loves and adventures of six
people through this heroic era in aviation.
Loosely based on the life of airmail and airline
pilot, Charles A. Cross, Jr., the tale is told in the
language and spirit of the times. The book
graphically portrays the adventure and romance
of flight in the pioneering years before World
War II, taking the reader into the cockpit with
the airmail pilots battling the night through
horrific weather and with the route survey pilot
in the wilds of the Amazon. It guides the reader
through the speakeasies of the prohibition era,
the depths of the depression and ultimately to
the Eagle Squadrons in the Battle of Britain.
Told in very human terms, the story also
portrays the courtship and deep abiding love
between Charlie Cross and his wife, Doretta and
the friendship and camaraderie in the world of
aviation in that era.
Christmas with the Spitfire Girls - Jenny Holmes
2020-10-15
**Don't miss Jenny Holmes's latest wartime
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series, The Air Raid Girls. Part 3 - The Air Raid
Girls: Wartime Brides - is available now!** -------------------------------------------- Yorkshire 1944: All they
want this year is a truly happy Christmas... The
end of the war feels tantalisingly close, but Air
Transport Auxiliary girls Bobbie, Viv and Mary
have plenty more flights in their beloved
Spitfires yet - battling everything from snow to
enemy fire on their journeys. Risking their lives
doing their bit for their country, this Christmas
they're determined to have some festive fun. But
as they set about bringing good tidings for all, a
stern and mysterious new flyer in the form of
Peggy arrives. What secret is Peggy hiding?
Mary has a wedding to plan before her fiancé is
sent away, then makes a devastating discovery
so shameful she can't tell the other girls.
Bobbie's beau issues an ultimatum, and Viv is
wondering whether she wants a man at all...
With the big day around the corner and hope of
peace on the horizon, can the girls find joy and
love this Christmas after so many years of war?
A heart-warming story of friendship,
camaraderie and triumph over adversity that
fans of Elaine Everest and Nancy Revell will
adore. Readers love Jenny Holmes 'A delight to
read' 'I highly recommend this book, great job
Jenny!' 'Really enjoyed this book cant wait to
read the next one' 'Lovely historical drama' 'I
love reading these books on life in WW2' 'A book
you can't put down'
Saving Grace - Kristen Proby 2015-11-30
Sparks fly like snowflakes when a klutzy but
gorgeous novice crosses skis with a hot resort
owner in this tempting tie-in to New York Times
bestselling author Kristen Proby’s popular Love
Under the Big Sky series! Grace Douglas is on a
practice run for her friend Cara Donovan’s
bachelorette party ski weekend in Aspen. The
problem is, despite living in rugged and
picturesque Cunningham Falls, Montana, Grace
is the clumsiest person ever born. To prepare for
the trip, she is taking lessons at a local ski
resort. She just prays that they have an
ambulance on standby. Sexy hotelier Jacob
Berkley is ready to play ski instructor, but he
quickly discovers that the best place on the
mountain for Grace is in the lodge with a hot
toddy. Her sense of humor and easy laugh
quickly pull him in, and soon he’s determined to
help her get off the bunny slope for a fun

vacation with her friends. He just didn’t expect
their steamy chemistry to trigger an avalanche
of desire straight to his heart.
A Spitfire Girl - Mary Ellis 2016-11-30
This WWII biography recounts the heroic
contributions of a female pilot who flew
Spitfires, Hurricanes and Wellington Bombers
for the RAF. A farmer’s daughter from
Oxfordshire, Mary Ellis fell in love with flying at
the age of eleven, when she rode in a biplane at
a flying circus. Already a licensed pilot by the
time the Second World War broke out, Mary
joined the Air Transit Auxiliary in 1941. As a
ferry pilot, she transported aircraft for the Royal
Air Force, including more than four hundred
Spitfires and seventy-six different kinds of
aircraft. After the war, Mary accepted a
secondment to the RAF as one of the first pilots
to fly the new Gloster Meteor, Britain’s first
fighter jet. By 1950, she became Europe's first
female air commandant. In this authorized
biography, Mary and biographer Melody
Foreman vividly recount her action-packed
career spanning almost a century of aviation.
Mary says: I am passionate for anything fast and
furious. I always have been since the age of
three and I always knew I would fly. The day I
stepped into a Spitfire was a complete joy and it
was the most natural thing in the world for me.
Shatter The Sky - Merryl Tengesdal 2021-10-06
In a life filled with meaning and
accomplishment, Merryl Tengesdal, has become
one of the most interesting and compelling
maverick women in aviation. In this inspirational
memoir, retired Colonel Merryl Tengesdal
shares her Life Lessons on everything from her
career in the military, being the first and only
black woman to pilot the U2 aircraft, to
marriage and motherhood - and everything in
between. This book is a deep reflection on life in
the military, with mesmerizing storytelling.
Merryl invites readers into her world,
chronicling the experiences that have shaped
her - from her childhood in the Bronx, to her
years deployed in the Middle East, South
America, and Asia, to her experience on the hit
reality show Tough As Nails. With unerring
honesty and lively wit, she describes her
triumphs and her disappointments, both public
and private, telling her life as she lived it - in her
own words and on her own terms. With wisdom
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and warmth, Shatter the Sky is the deeply
personal story of a woman of substance who has
steadily defied expectations - and whose story
inspires us to do the same.
The Girls in Blue - Lily Baxter 2012-07-05
When her home is destroyed in a bombing raid
over London, Miranda Beddoes is forced to take
refuge with her grandparents down on the
Dorset coast. With both her parents doing their
duty for king and country, Miranda longs to do
the same. She joins the WAAF and is soon
working hard to help win the war. Despite her
determination to dedicate herself to her work,
Miranda falls for charismatic fighter pilot Gil
Maddern – a man known for his recklessness and
passion for flying. As the battle rages in the
skies above them and she learns that Gil’s plane
has been hit, it is only the friendship of her
fellow girls in blue that keeps Miranda going as
she waits for news...
Spreading My Wings - Diana Barnato Walker
2008-08-29
The remarkable autobiography of a pioneering
female aviator who left a privileged life to serve
in World War II. Her father was a millionaire
race-car driver who became chairman of Bentley
Motors, and her grandfather cofounded the De
Beers mining company. But by the late 1930s,
debutante Diana Barnato had enough of her
affluent, chaperoned existence and sought
excitement in flying—soloing at Brooklands after
only six hours’ training. Joining the Air
Transport Auxiliary in 1941 to help ferry aircraft
to squadrons and bases throughout the country,
she flew scores of different aircraft—fighters,
bombers, and trainers—in all kinds of conditions,
and without a radio. By 1945, Barnato had lost
many friends, a fiancé, and a husband—but she
continued to fly. In 1962 she was awarded the
Jean Lennox Bird Trophy for notable
achievement in aviation, but her greatest
moment was yet to come, when in 1963 she flew
a Lightning through the sound barrier, becoming
“the fastest woman in the world.” Spreading My
Wings is her remarkable memoir, brimming with
history and adventure.
Flygirl - Sherri L. Smith 2010-09-16
For fans of Unbroken and Ruta Sepetys. All Ida
Mae Jones wants to do is fly. Her daddy was a
pilot, and years after his death she feels closest
to him when she's in the air. But as a young

black woman in 1940s Louisiana, she knows the
sky is off limits to her, until America enters
World War II, and the Army forms the WASPWomen Airforce Service Pilots. Ida has a chance
to fulfill her dream if she's willing to use her
light skin to pass as a white girl. She wants to fly
more than anything, but Ida soon learns that
denying one's self and family is a heavy burden,
and ultimately it's not what you do but who you
are that's most important. Read Sherri L.
Smith's posts on the Penguin Blog
The Burning Sky - Sherry Thomas 2014-07-15
This special ebook edition of Sherry Thomas's
extraordinary romantic fantasy debut, The
Burning Sky—the first in the Elemental
Trilogy—features a repackaged cover for her
legions of romance fans and an excerpt from the
sequel, The Perilous Sea. Iolanthe Seabourne is
the greatest elemental mage of her
generation—or so she's been told. The one
prophesied for years to be the savior of the
Realm. It is her duty and destiny to face and
defeat the Bane, the most powerful tyrant and
mage the world has ever known. This would be a
suicide task for anyone, let alone a reluctant
sixteen-year-old girl with no training. Guided by
his mother's visions and committed to avenging
his family, Prince Titus has sworn to protect
Iolanthe even as he prepares her for their battle
with the Bane. But he makes the terrifying
mistake of falling in love with the girl who
should have been only a means to an end. Now,
with the servants of the tyrant closing in, Titus
must choose between his mission—and her life.
Spitfire Stories - Jacky Hyams 2017-10-19
The Spitfire is the world's most iconic airplane.
Yet the history of the Spitfire contains many
hitherto hidden or little-known stories of the
men and women behind the plane; not only the
gifted creators and inventors, or the brave
fighter pilots who triumphed in battle, but also
the thousands of other people whose lives were
affected by their personal connection to it-engineers, ground crew, factory or office
workers, and their families. This book recounts
the memories and stories of these people, from
the birth of the Spitfire in the 1930s to the
present day. Among these accounts is the
extraordinary tale of the fighter pilot who only
discovered, 50 years on, the tragic truth of his
last Spitfire flight, the businessman whose blank
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check changed the course of the war, the 95year-old RAF engineer who was determined to
be reunited with his beloved Spit before he died,
and the little girl who inspired the plane's
creation--and went on to marry a movie star.
Using documents, letters and photographs from
the Imperial War Museums' unparalleled
archive, plus exclusive first-hand interviews,
these stories of the Spitfire are a revelatory
collection of small but significant histories, to be
treasured by all who love and admire the iconic
plane.
This Side Of The Sky - Elyse Singleton
2003-09-02
An aspiring exploration of life in the early
twentieth century, this debut novel from awardwinning journalist Elyse Singleton follows two
women from Mississippi as they travel to
Philadelphia and then to battle-ravaged Europe
during the height of World War II, all the while
seeking out their rightful place in the world.
Since they were young girls, best friends Lilian
Mayfield and Myraleen Chadham wanted to
leave their rural hometown in the Deep South
for a more adventurous life, believing
Mississippi was just another form of hell. Finally
able to leave at the age of 26, they first head to
racially segregated Philadelphia before joining
the Women’s Army Corps and traveling to a wartorn England. Throughout their decades-long
journey—both together and apart—they uncover
truths about life, love, and friendship. Winner of
the 2002 Colorado Book Award. “Fully satisfying
. . . A lovely story, lovingly told.”—The
Washington Post “[A] smashing debut . . . Funny,
smart, well-paced.”—The Denver Post
Spitfire Girl - Jackie Moggridge 2014-07-03
'We had returned to a different world. We had
taken off in peace at nine-thirty and landed in
war at noon.' Jackie Moggridge was just
nineteen when World War Two broke out.
Determined to do her bit, she joined the Air
Transport Auxiliary. Ferrying aircraft from
factory to frontline was dangerous work, but
there was also fun, friendship and even love in
the air. At last the world was opening up to
women... or at least it seemed to be. From her
first flight at fifteen to smuggling Spitfires into
Burma, Jackie describes the trials and
tribulations, successes and frustrations of her
life in the sky.

The Sky Above Us (Sunrise at Normandy Book
#2) - Sarah Sundin 2019-02-05
Numbed by grief and harboring shameful
secrets, Lt. Adler Paxton ships to England with
the US 357th Fighter Group in 1943.
Determined to become an ace pilot, Adler battles
the German Luftwaffe in treacherous dogfights
in the skies over France as the Allies struggle for
control of the air before the D-day invasion.
Violet Lindstrom wanted to be a missionary, but
for now she serves in the American Red Cross,
where she arranges entertainment for the men
of the 357th in the Aeroclub on base and sets up
programs for local children. Drawn to the
mysterious Adler, she enlists his help with her
work and urges him to reconnect with his family
after a long estrangement. Despite himself,
Adler finds his defenses crumbling when it
comes to Violet. But D-day draws near. And
secrets can't stay buried forever. Bestselling
author Sarah Sundin returns readers to the
shores of Normandy, this time in the air, as the
second Paxton brother prepares to face the past-and the most fearsome battle of his life.
The Spitfire Girl - Fenella J. Miller 2018-10-16
Heartwarming and emotional story of pluck and
courage in WWII - perfect for fans of Nancy
Revell's The Shipyard Girls series and Daisy
Styles' The Bomb Girls series.
Spitfire Girl - Jackie Moggridge 2014-07-03
The inspiring memoir of the remarkable Jackie
Moggridge: ATA girl, Spitfire expert and
pioneer. 'We had returned to a different world.
We had taken off in peace at nine-thirty and
landed in war at noon.' Jackie Moggridge was
just nineteen when World War Two broke out.
Determined to do her bit, she joined the Air
Transport Auxiliary. Ferrying aircraft from
factory to frontline was dangerous work, but
there was also fun, friendship and even love in
the air. At last the world was opening up to
women... or at least it seemed to be. From her
first flight at fifteen to smuggling Spitfires into
Burma, Jackie describes the trials and
tribulations, successes and frustrations of her
life in the sky. What Amazon readers are saying
about Spitfire Girl: 'There is something for
everyone in this remarkable autobiography,
adventure, romance, flight, struggle, victory.
Must read!' 5* 'An amazing book by an
inspirational woman' 5* 'Drama, aircraft,
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relationships... it's all there in this great pageturner!' 5* 'I am left with real admiration for
Jackie Moggridge, truly an amazing lady' 5*
'Brilliant book. What an amazing women she
was' 5*.
Spitfire Pilot - David Crook 2021-07-06
Spitfire Pilot is the exhilarating and moving
memoir of D. M. Crook, an airman in the
legendary 609 Squadron - one of the most
successful RAF units in the Battle of Britain.
Beginning with his fond recollections of his
halcyon days in training - acrobatics, night flying
and languorous days spent playing sport and
nights off visiting Piccadilly Circus - Crook goes
on to recount in thrilling detail the dogfights,
remarkable victories and tragic losses which
formed the daily routine of Britain's heroic aerial
defenders in that long summer of 1940. Often
hopelessly outnumbered, the men of 609
Squadron in their state-of-the-art Spitfires
committed acts of unimaginable bravery against
the Messerschmitts and Junkers of Germany's
formidable Luftwaffe. Many of Crook's fellow
airmen did not make it back alive, and the
absence they leave in the close-knit community
of the squadron is described with great
poignancy. Spitfire Pilot offers a unique and
personal insight into one of the most critical
moments of British history, when a handful of
men stood up against the might of the German
Air Force in defence of their country. This
definitive edition, the first for more than sixty
years, includes a new foreword by David Crook's
daughter and Air Vice Marshal Sandy Hunter,
Honorary Air Commodore of the 609 Squadron.
The book also has an introduction by Professor
Richard Overy.
Broken Sky - L.A. Weatherly 2016-03-01
Welcome to a “perfect” world. Where war is
illegal, harmony is enforced, and your date of
birth marks your destiny. But nothing is perfect,
and in a world this broken, who can Amity trust?
Friends? Family? Her one true love? An
electrifying new series of heartbreak and
deception from L.A. Weatherly, bestselling
author of the ANGEL trilogy.
The Female Few - Jacky Hyams 2012-01-01
Through the darkest days of the Second World
War, an elite group of courageous, gifted women
risked their lives as courier pilots, flying
Lancaster Bombers, Spitfires and many other

aircraft in hundreds of perilous missions across
the country. The role of these women pilots of
the Air Transport Auxiliary was to deliver the
planes to the male RAF pilots who would take
them into battle, dangerous work which the
women carried out unarmed, without radios.
Fifteen would lose their lives. In The Female
Few, five of these astonishingly brave women
tell their stories for the first time, awe inspiring
tales of incredible risk, tenacity and sacrifice.
Their spirit and fearlessness in the face of death
still resonates down the years, and their
accounts reveal a forgotten chapter in the
history of the Second World War. As Yvonne
Macdonald, now 90 and living in Cape Cod, says:
‘It was a kind of freedom you never get any
other way, it was as if you had wings sewn on
your back. A lot of people here in Cape Cod
don’t even know I was in World War Two. Or
what I did.’ They do now.
The War That Saved My Life - Kimberly
Brubaker Bradley 2016-05-31
*Newbery Honor book *Winner of the Schneider
Family Book Award This #1 New York Times
bestseller is an exceptionally moving story of
triumph against all odds set during World War
II, from the acclaimed author of Fighting Words,
and for fans of Fish in a Tree and Sarah, Plain
and Tall. Ten-year-old Ada has never left her
one-room apartment. Her mother is too
humiliated by Ada’s twisted foot to let her
outside. So when her little brother Jamie is
shipped out of London to escape the war, Ada
doesn’t waste a minute—she sneaks out to join
him. So begins a new adventure for Ada, and for
Susan Smith, the woman who is forced to take
the two kids in. As Ada teaches herself to ride a
pony, learns to read, and watches for German
spies, she begins to trust Susan—and Susan
begins to love Ada and Jamie. But in the end, will
their bond be enough to hold them together
through wartime? Or will Ada and her brother
fall back into the cruel hands of their mother?
"Achingly lovely...Nuanced and emotionally
acute."—The Wall Street Journal
"Unforgettable...unflinching."—Common Sense
Media ★ “Brisk and honest...Cause for
celebration.” —Kirkus, starred review ★
"Poignant."—Publishers Weekly, starred review
★ "Powerful."—The Horn Book, starred review
"Affecting."—Booklist "Emotionally
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satisfying...[A] page-turner."—BCCB “Exquisitely
written...Heart-lifting.” —SLJ "Astounding...This
book is remarkable."—Karen Cushman, author
The Midwife's Apprentice "Beautifully
told."—Patricia MacLachlan, author of Sarah,
Plain and Tall "I read this novel in two big
gulps."—Gary D. Schmidt, author of Okay for
Now "I love Ada's bold heart...Her story's
riveting."—Sheila Turnage, author of Three
Times Lucky
Highland Spitfire - Mary Wine 2016-02-02
New from Mary Wine, the queen of sizzling,
page-turning Scottish Historical romance
Passion flares between enemies Two hotheaded
Highlanders, the offspring of feuding lairds, are
tricked by the King's Regent into a desperate
choice: marry or die. Bhaic MacPherson is more
disposed to lead his clan into battle than stay
married to the daughter of his enemy. But
perhaps the intensity of his feelings has more to
do with desire than hostility. And the Highlands
ignite Ailis Robertson wanted a husband, not a
savage-but when her family was faced with a
deadly ultimatum, she had no choice. The union
of a MacPherson and a Robertson could end
three generations of hostilities between the two
families, but can bitter rivals truly become
lovers? Praise for The Highlander's Bride
Trouble: "Marvelous...Wine's novel reaches the
very core of Scottish romance...rapid pace,
wonderful prose, and deeply emotional scenes." RT Book Reviews, 4 1⁄2 stars, Top Pick "An
absolute delight! Scottish Medieval fans are sure
to be in awe." -My Book Addiction and More
"Totally lovely... A must-read for anyone who
enjoys Highlander romance." -The Romance
Reviews
The Spitfire Grill - James Valcq 2002
It all starts with the release of fidgety,
suspicious Percy Talbott from state prison after
serving a five-year sentence. We don't know
why, only that she's released and on her way to
Gilead and its "colors of paradise." But when she
arrives it is February and bitter cold, and the
only one around to meet her is restless Sheriff
Joe Turner, who takes her to the Spitfire Grill to
help the aging Hannah Ferguson run the diner.
All is gray, dismal and listless around them, and
the characters are in the "winter of their lives"
emotionally and spiritually.
The Road to Wings - Julie Tizard 2017-10-17

What does it take to earn air force wings? Your
heart, your soul, even your very life? Lieutenant
Casey Tompkins is starting the most difficult
flight training program in the world. She has to
face thunderstorms, the death of friends, and
male instructors who want to wash her out.
Captain Kathryn Hardesty is the toughest and
best instructor pilot on the base and the chief of
flight safety. She’s demanding because she
knows the price of failure is tragedy and a
smoking hole. She looks out for all the students,
especially the female ones. Casey has to learn to
fly a supersonic jet, not get killed in the process,
and face a growing forbidden attraction. Can she
muster the intelligence, courage, and
unbreakable determination to become an air
force pilot? Does she have what it takes to earn
wings, find love, and not crash and burn?
Daughters of the Night Sky - Aimie K. Runyan
2020
A novel--inspired by the most celebrated
regiment in the Red Army--about a woman's
sacrifice, courage, and love in a time of war.
Russia, 1941. Katya Ivanova is a young pilot in a
far-flung military academy in the Ural
Mountains. From childhood, she's dreamed of
taking to the skies to escape her bleak mountain
life. With the Nazis on the march across Europe,
she is called on to use her wings to serve her
country in its darkest hour. Not even the
entreaties of her new husband--a sensitive artist
who fears for her safety--can dissuade her from
doing her part as a proud daughter of Russia.
After years of arduous training, Katya is
assigned to the 588th Night Bomber Regiment-one of the only Soviet air units composed
entirely of women. The Germans quickly learn to
fear nocturnal raids by the daring fliers they call
"Night Witches." But the brutal campaign will
exact a bitter toll on Katya and her sisters-inarms. When the smoke of war clears, nothing
will ever be the same--and one of Russia's most
decorated military heroines will face the most
agonizing choice of all.
Girls on the Line - Jennie Liu 2018
Told in two voices, Luli and Yun, raised in an
orphanage to age sixteen, work together in a
factory until Yun, pregnant, disappears and Luli
must confront the dangers of the outside world
to find her. Includes facts about China's OneChild Policy and its effects.
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Spitfire Women of World War Ii - Giles Whittell
2008
First published in 2007. The accounts of women
who flew aircrafts for the British Royal Air Force
(RAF) to the frontline of World War II. The
women of Air Transport Auxillary came from
every continent. They were not allowed into
combat, but delivered warplanes to the male
pilots who would fly them into battle.
A Wedding for the Spitfire Girl - Fenella J. Miller
2019-10-10
1942 – The war rages on and Ellie must do her
bit! Ellie Simpson isn't your usual Spitfire pilot,
but then with the world at war nothing is quite
as it used to be! The ATA is calling upon its most
expert and trusted pilots to deliver the precious
bombers wherever they're needed, and Ellie,
who can fly a Spitfire as well as the boys on the
frontline, is their newest recruit. Giving her all
to a job she loves leaves Ellie precious little time
for Squadron Leader Jack Reynolds. And while
Ellie is brave enough to take the controls of a
Spitfire, it takes a different kind of courage to
open her heart to love once again. With her
friends and family in constant danger she
realises that their love is strong enough to stand
the test of all the hardship the war can throw at
them. An emotional historical fiction that tells
the story of friendship, camaraderie and triumph
over adversity.
Lady Lucy Houston DBE - Miles Macnair
2016-10-31
The life-story of Lady Lucy Houston DBE must
surely be one of the most romantic and dramatic
epics of the last one hundred and fifty years, yet
nowadays she is a woman unknown. She was a
renowned beauty with a sharp intelligence, and
over the years she would exploit her charismatic
charm, first as a teenager to entice a wealthy
lover, and subsequently to lead three husbands
to the altar.She was an ardent and productive
campaigner for womens rights, conducting
outstanding works of charity during the Great
War, such as providing a convalescent home for
nurses returning from the front line. In
recognition of these endeavours, she was made a
Dame of the British Empire in 1917. After the
death of her third husband, a known misogynist,
under mysterious circumstances, she was
temporarily certified mad, but his Will was to
make her the richest woman in England. During

the rest of her eventful and eccentric lifetime,
she spent her fortune on a vast number of
charitable causes, whilst waging a feisty political
campaign against weak British politicians of all
parties. As a great admirer of how Mussolini had
restored Italys patriotic self-esteem, she
championed men like Winston Churchill as the
future saviour of her own beloved country. But
her greatest legacy arose from her steadfast
support for the Royal Air Force, whose finances
were being crippled. She funded the 1931
Schneider Trophy Race as well as the HoustonMount Everest Expedition of 1933. This funding
had a crucial bearing on the development of the
Merlin engine and the Spitfire aircraft,
essentially kick starting the chain of events that
would ultimately end in allied victory during the
Battle of Britain. She died before the cataclysmic
war that she so accurately predicted however,
her death being precipitated by an infatuation
with Edward, Prince of Wales.In spite of her
many eccentricities, the enchanting, infuriating,
inspiring and endlessly controversial Lucy
Houston deserves to be remembered as a very
patriotic lady indeed.
Douglas Bader - John Frayn Turner 2009-04-30
Douglas Bader was a legend in his lifetime and
remains one today 100 years after his birth. A
charismatic leader and fearless pilot he refused
to let his severe disability (loss of both legs in a
flying accident) ground him. He fought the
authorities as ruthless as he did the enemy and
not only managed to return to the front line but
became a top scoring ace. His innovative tactics
(The Big Wing) ensured his promotion and he led
a key group of squadrons during the dark days
of the Battle of Britain.His luck ran out when he
was shot down and captured; he only escaped
his burning fighter by cutting away one of his
artificial legs. As a POW he was a thorn in the
Germans side and he was sent to Colditz Castle.
As this perceptive book reveals Bader, the hero,
was at times a difficult overbearing man, no
doubt in part due to the pain he suffered. But his
strengths far outweighed his weaknesses and his
place in the annuals of British history is
secure.This is a timely republication of an
important biography.
Main-travelled Roads - Hamlin Garland 1899
The River in the Sky - Clive James 2018-09-06
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books contain as many engaging stories about
the Waco UPF-7. A chapter for pilots describes
the Waco's handling and provides operational
tips. With thousands of research hours, 228
pages and more than 130 photographs,
drawings, and maps, this airplane's memoir is
sure to top the true adventure list.
Pauline Gower, Pioneering Leader of the Spitfire
Women - Alison Hill 2022-09-01
PAULINE GOWER was the leader of the Spitfire
women during the Second World War. After
gaining her pilot’s licence at 20, she set up the
first female joyriding business in 1931 with
engineer Dorothy Spicer and took 33,000
passengers up for a whirl, clocking up more than
2,000 hours overall. Pauline went on to
command the inaugural women’s section of the
Air Transport Auxiliary (ATA) and achieved equal
pay for her women pilots. She enabled them to
fly ‘Anything to Anywhere’, including Tiger
Moths, Hurricanes, Wellingtons and – their firm
favourite – the Spitfire. Pauline Gower:
Pioneering Leader of the Spitfire Women is a
story of bravery, fortitude and political
persuasion. Pauline was a clear leader of her
time and a true pioneer of flight. She died after
giving birth, at only 36; a life cut tragically
short, but one of significant achievements.
Pauline left a huge legacy for women in aviation.
Le ali rosa della seconda guerra mondiale Le
ausiliarie della RAF - Cristina Contilli
2018-01-05
Apprezzate per il loro lavoro durante la guerra e
poi dimenticate le pilote degli ATA sono state
riscoperte in questi ultimi anni grazie a libri e
documentari a loro dedicati. In particolare nel
2012 le veterane ormai novantenni Fredys
Sharland, Molly Rose, Joy Lofthouse e Mary Ellis
sono state intervistate dalla BBC nell'ambito di
una docu-fiction intitolata "Spitfire sisters".
Questo libro è un piccolo omaggio a delle
pioniere che hanno pilotato un aereo militare,
quando ancora poche donne possedevano
persino un brevetto di volo civile da trasporto e
molte compagnie aeree ancora non accettavano
piloti di sesso femminile. Cristina Contilli,
febbraio 2017

A soaring autobiographical poem, meditating on
death and celebrating life, from one of our most
cherished, critically acclaimed and bestselling
writers.
Sunburst (Sky King Ranch Book #2) - Susan May
Warren 2022-06-07
When former Navy SEAL and lifelong bachelor
Ranger Kingston is called upon to take part in a
rescue mission to save his brother Colt, who has
been kidnapped by terrorists in Nigeria, he is
shocked to find among the hostages a woman he
knows and could never forget. Noemi Sutton was
attempting to return a young girl to her family in
Boko Haram territory when she and the girl
found themselves taken hostage, along with
several others. And while Ranger Kingston may
be able to get the hostages away from their
captors, he'll need Noemi's help if he ever hopes
to get out of Nigeria alive. Her solution? Pose as
husband and wife. But when her uncle discovers
the union, he insists on a traditional Nigerian
wedding--binding Noemi to a man destined to
break her heart. Worse, she's discovered the
real reason she was kidnapped, and anyone
around her is bound to be caught in the cross
fire. Including her so-called new husband. She'll
need to figure out a way to leave the man she
loves if she wants to save his life. USA Today
bestselling author Susan May Warren throws
you into the thick of the action in this highstakes, globe-trotting romance.
As The Prop Turns - John Wood 2019-11
Historical biographies and aeronautical talesmake room for this incredible airplane book.
Experience open-cockpit flying with the men and
women who flew the antique Waco UPF-7,
NC29923, a 1940 biplane still flying today. Enjoy
true escapades as you soar with a noted aviatrix,
War II pilots, a freight dog, a tax evader, a crop
duster, a missionary dentist, a prominent woman
sculptor, and a drug smuggler through their
flying careers. Learn how Waco '923 nearly met
total destruction only to be rebuilt several times--from basket case to show piece. As the Prop
Turns, by John Wood, fits well with other
adventure books for adults, and few airplane
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